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Newly Revised and Updated…Breathing in Light and Love: Your Call to Breath and Body

Mastery -2015 eBook by Jim Morningstar, PhD (289 pages)How to translate the simple act of

breathing into a life transforming process.~Learn from a Pioneer and Master Practitioner~Read

the inspiring accounts of participants~Discover your own breathwork~Fit your breathing to your

body type~Breathwork and Your Call to Greatness~Becoming a breathworker

About the AuthorBill Cortright is a highly sought after international speaker specializing in

personal development, motivation, wellness, anti-aging, weight loss, and stress management.

Bill’s journey began at a young age struggling with weight loss and maintenance, resulting in a

decade long fluctuation of 100 plus pounds three times before successfully losing the weight

and eventually becoming a seven-time bodybuilding champion. Today he is one of the top

experts in the field of wellness, weight loss and stress management. Bill is the author of the

international bestseller The NEW Stress-Response Diet and Lifestyle Program and has the

soon to be released sequel called TRUTH: The Real Understanding to Health. Bill has spent

three decades coaching clients from around the world with his cutting edge scientific approach

to total wellness. This new and innovative approach is the result of Bill’s personal experience of

growing up obese and being diagnosed with diabetes. Bill realized that there was a major

disconnect between the medical field and the diet and fitness industries. Patients are stressed,

overwhelmed, tired, confused, depressed and frustrated. To create a real wellness plan

everyone must work together and this has been the basis of Bill’s work. Bill’s lectures speak

from the heart of his personal experiences of battling diabetes and obesity but also from his

profound understanding how our body and mind work in creating a life of health and prosperity.

Bill, now in his fifties has turned his attention to the unique needs of the body as we age and

how to master our own genetics through lifestyle management. Bill’s new book TRUTH will

address the science of self-discipline, brain health, reversing disease and managing stress with

simple easy to do techniques that change lifelong habits. His mission is to motivate, educate

and inspire people to live their best lives. Bill is resides in Miami, Florida with his wife, Linda

and dog, Toby, and remains devoted to his five children and his work. Visit Bill at

www.billcortright.com Twitter: @BillCortright Facebook: www.facebook.com/StressResponse

Facebook author page: www.facebook.com/BillCortright Email: bill@billcortight.com --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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BREATHING IN LIGHT AND LOVE Your Call To Breath and Body Mastery Revised

Edition Jim Morningstar, Ph.D. Namaste I salute and honor the eternal spirit in each of

you who reads and participates with me in the co-creation of our

world. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS I am grateful to the many guides, teachers, family

members and friends who have inspired and supported the completion of this work. Their

encouragement has been invaluable. I acknowledge that I am a conduit for the Spirit of Breath

who has breathed life into this book. Cover design by Thomas C.

Uebelherr Copyright by Transformations Incorporated, 1994Revised eBook edition,

2015All rights reserved by Jim Morningstar, Ph.D.      

ABOUT THE AUTHOR Jim Morningstar, PhD is a doctor of clinical psychology and a

psychotherapist since 1972. He directed a community mental health clinic for five years,

conducted research on levels of consciousness, taught and advised in a large medical college

and a graduate psychology department. He lived in Paris and traveled in the African desert

countries. Other formative experiences have been his extensive work with various

personalgrowth approaches including bioenergetics, Gestalt, Tai Chi, yoga, meditation, primal

therapy, past lives regression, enlightenment intensives, and breathwork in addition to

delivering one of his two children at home. Jim presently directs The School of Integrative

Psychology, Creative Consulting and Counseling Services, and Transformations Incorporated

in Milwaukee, WI., through which he leads seminars and training programs. In his first book,

Spiritual Psychology: A New Age Course for Body, Mind and Spirit (1980; revised edition 1998),

Jim shows how the pleasure principle and enlightenment merge and how we can effectively

and pleasurably use our bodies en route to mental and spiritual mastery. Family Awakening in

body, mind and spirit (1984), takes a new look at today’s family - how we use it to shape our

physical development, mental attitudes, and spiritual destiny. The awakening comes as we

begin to see our family with new eyes and transform our old relationships into sources of

exciting aliveness. Jim contributed to and edited The Complete Breath: A Professional Guide to

Health and Wellbeing (2012). This book is an encyclopedia of contemporary breathwork theory

and practice by current luminaries in the field.The book expands awareness and validates the

potency of Breathwork as a healing modality. It has both practical appeal with exercises and

stories of breathwork's use as well as theoretical background and research.  

PREFACE TO eBOOK REVISED EDITION It was 20 years ago that Breathing in Light and

Love was first published. At that time it was approximately 20 years since I first experienced the

technique of “rebirthing breathwork.” So it is fitting after 40 years of intimacy with the breath, to

update the evolution of this form of breathwork and my growth with it. Like it or not, breath is

our constant companion from the first inhale of life outside the womb till the last exhale of your

present body form. Like most long term relationships, our relationship with breath goes through

countless stages. Intimacy can be deepened and mystery explored or familiarity can stagnate

and routinize. Relationships seem to take conscious effort and attention if you are not to end

up with a “stale mate.” I could say that my relationship with breath is a metaphor for my

relationship with life itself. When I am aware and alive, my breath is full and free. When I

become dull and worried, my breath is minimal and constricted. But breath is so much more

than a metaphor. For me it is the very bridge connecting my body and spirit, the teacher that

leads me from darkness to light, and the vehicle that nurtures, supports and informs me daily.



Breath is the divine gift of life with which I create my life story and share my love with

others. My privilege has been to assist others over these past 40 years to discover the life force

right under their noses. Then to use breathing tools to deepen their own life mastery, revise

parts of their stories in which they had become stuck, and, when ready, unleash their own raw

creative energies. You might say, it is their journey to become a conscious co-creator with the

divine, breathing new life into the mud of their earthly cells. “What a rush!” to repeat the

expression from the 70’s when a person felt their body explode with increased awareness and

energy. This is the experience of taking the first breath at birth which I witnessed with my

children. It is also the experience humans are willing to pay almost any price to recreate - with

substances, new lovers, physical or spiritual highs… The cosmic joke is that the key to the

experience of fully embracing and owning our life force is inside, not in the images of the good

life outside. “Ho-hum,” you might say. Who doesn’t know that from every self-help book ever

written? But, indeed, how many have had the courage and perseverance to crack the code of

their own fears and win the heart of their lover within? I am happy to report that more and more

courageous humans from every walk of life are accepting this challenge and taking up the

adventure of our final frontier, i.e., mastery of our own mind. Breathwork has provided a master

tool to crack the fear code and reclaim more and more of their body and mind from the endless

cycles of oppressive life drama. What a joy to witness this. I could not imagine a better

profession. In the world over the past 40 years, I have seen schools of breathwork emerge and

evolve, each expanding one or another facet of breath’s mysteries. Developments in

neurobiology have shown us the brain functions that lead to breath constriction during and

after traumatic experiences. The use of breath and conscious intention has been shown to

release repression and frozen functioning to greater physical health and resiliency. On the

emotional level, the growth in awareness of “EQ” or emotional intelligence over the past

decades validates the heightened awareness and focused expression of deep feeling that

breathwork fosters in a safe container. The new skill learned from one’s own emotional

patterning is to embrace their feeling self as a significant source of richness in life, vs recoiling

from the power of ones passion or dumping one’s feelings indiscriminately on others. On the

mental level, clarity of thought in the breathwork process stems from disentangling one’s

negative or limited thinking held in place by the fears of vulnerability or change. The insights

that come from session breakthroughs equip one with more simple and incisive approaches to

their life, obviating the need for endless compensatory beliefs that cover their fear based world

view. I have seen the advent of new therapies over the decades that are based on the power of

this disentangling process that was pioneered by breathwork. As more and more books and

experiential workshops have emerged that give heed to spiritual core of human existence and

challenge conventional material models of reality, the wisdom garnered from the non-ordinary

states of breathwork reveals a more fluid and yet substantive holistic world view. Indeed, to

experience one’s spiritual nature as not confined by the boundaries of the body is eminently

more convincing than reading volumes of philosophy while holding one’s breath. I have seen

breathwork influence and enliven the practice of every professional that has made it their own,

from carpentry to dentistry and virtually all the healing and performing arts. I personally am an

inveterate experimenter with breathing techniques. I honor the benefits of slow consistent

breathing such as coherent (5-6 breaths/minute) or the yogic pranayama and do some form of

it everyday. I also acknowledge the beauty and simplicity of natural breathing (e.g. Dennis

Lewis) and the practices of unrestricted breath flow. What I have found most fascinating

personally and professionally, however, is the judicious use of an increased breathing rhythm

which evolved for me from the early stages of rebirthing breathwork to the current form of



Therapeutic Breathwork. Therapeutic Breathwork has refined the connected breathing

technique to include sensitivity to body themes and breathing patterns, principles and

techniques of intervention, comprehensive practitioner training and a professional code of

ethics. Therapeutic Breathwork has continued to evolve as an art and science since the late

1970s and is now used directly and as an adjunct in a wide variety of healing professions.

Breath awareness and breathing techniques have been used for thousands of years for health

and human growth. Therapeutic breathwork focuses on newly evolved techniques which help

release cognitive and emotional blockages to healthy and optimal functioning often related to

trauma and developmental dysfunction. As such it differs from yogic and coherent breathing

techniques that enervate the parasympathetic nervous system and help induce a regulated

state of calm and relaxation. Therapeutic Breathwork engages a more active breathing rhythm

and enervates the sympathetic nervous system to address holding patterns in the emotional

body and physical body. I call the slower breathing (4-6 breaths per minute) “maintenance

breathing” in that it helps us function in a more meditative relaxed manner daily life. I practice

some form of it every day. The more active breathing rhythm (varying between 35-75 breaths

per minute during the beginning and middle phases of a session) is not an everyday breath,

unless you are exercising. It is used for the specific purpose of clearing and energizing the

body, emotions, mind and spirit. IN THIS BOOK I USE THE TERM “BREATHWORK” TO

REFER TO THE MORE SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM ACTIVATING TECHNIQUES SUCH AS

THERAPEUTIC BREATHWORK. The principle technique involves a dyadic interaction in which

a practitioner helps guide a client through a 30-60 minute breathing session. A connected

breathing rhythm induces a mild altered state of consciousness which can produce heightened

awareness, make unconscious material more accessible, and facilitates more resourceful

cognitive and emotional connections. The facilitator’s role is to assist the client to embody more

functional coping and evolving in the face of the experiences which have compromised their

healthful functioning. But beyond this, the goal is to help them to find the gift or treasure that

often lays beneath their “wounding,” and unlocks doors to their full potential. This takes place

through teaching a more full and free breathing, providing a safe atmosphere for the client to

explore and experience more cognitive, emotional and spiritual integration, and assisting them

to translate these states into more satisfying and purpose-filled lifestyles. I have used and

developed Therapeutic Breathwork in my clinical practice since 1980. I have collaborated with

practitioners and researchers around the world to understand the neurobiological and

behavioral correlates to this and similar techniques. The conferences which I helped organize

and/or presented in during recent years were a teleconference Breathwork Summit in 2012

sponsored by the Shift Network with 24 presenters from around the world reaching 6,000

listeners, and week long Breath Immersion conferences in 2013 and 2014 sponsored by the

Omega Institute again with top researchers from Harvard to India. What breath has given me

on the personal level is the most meaningful to me. A deepening awareness of Presence that

includes yet surpasses all my mental definitions of who I am, has allowed me to demonstrably

release the grip of survival fears and open the doors of my heart to the full appreciation of life

as it is. This has allowed me to enjoy body, family, community and service increasingly every

day. Breath is the foundation for all my daily practices of awareness, gratitude and mastery. As

my lifelong friend and companion, it is more that the mechanical habit of inhaling and exhaling,

or providing oxygen for my body’s metabolism. Reflected in the many languages that have

breath and spirit as the same word, breath is my life. My belief is that at the completion of my

present physical form, so will the form of breath change to whatever comes next. As a

respected teacher once shared, “The wise person knows no more what will happen after death



than they know what will happen in the next moment.” What this translates to me is that if I

keep taking care of (intelligently loving) the next breath (moment), whatever happens after

death will be taken care of likewise. Looking forward to breathing our world into loving

presence with you,Jim MorningstarDecember, 2014

PREFACE 

BREATHING LIFE INTO MUD Without our divine spirit we are simply a collection of molecules

made up of a rather small sample of elements on our planet. The Bible suggests that human

life was initiated by God's breathing life into mud. I see this as a symbol of the creative act that

puts our spirit into our cells and makes them a living body. Our breath is both a symbol and a

vehicle to life mastery. Certain traditions say that we enter physical existence on an inhale and

leave on an exhale. It is our ability to keep breathing that maintains our life in a body. Knowing

how to support our life forces in the face of dis-ease and illusions of loss keeps us healthy on

all levels. I believe we have an innate propensity for health. Disease generally must be learned

and practiced to a high degree before we discard our bodies. I further believe that it takes

practice to maintain our natural desire to live when we are presented with the many popular

and diverse ways to suppress our aliveness. Breath mastery must be practiced on the physical,

mental and spiritual levels to be complete. On the level of the body, freeing my breathing

mechanism is the ultimate medicine. Blocks and stagnation in my energy flow anywhere in my

body lead to imbalance, discomfort and illness. I have never heard of any disease about which

I have not also heard of a reversal. The process always involves a letting go and a release of

internal holding. This is always accompanied by a change in breathing. I am not suggesting

that simply by altering your physical breathing you can cure anything. I believe that breathing is

more than just a physical process. I have observed that the ability to alter the physical

breathing mechanism under a variety of conditions, however, is a tremendous asset in healing

on all levels. On the mental level, breath mastery is the ability to clear apparent conflict and to

reach harmony. The talent for hearing the Spirit of Guidance through surrounding noise or

seeing the Light through the shadows can and must be developed if I am to make any sense

out of my life. My life's meaning will not come from a book, a teacher or a lightening bolt. Clarity

will not be developed when I am asleep. I must breathe life into my mass of mental confusion.

My thoughts will not sort themselves out nor will they discover the truth by ruminating over past

illusion. I must practice thinking, speaking and breathing my highest truth day by day. I can use

my mind to create new worlds or trap myself in old patterns. I can change and improve my

mind. On the spiritual level, breath mastery means living as the author of my existence, being

in the driver's seat of my eternal vehicle. I must recognize and affirm the certitude of my

essential spirit or I will lose myself in the maze of wonders that I have created around me. I

must admit that I am the Source or I will live an endless search for the one who is responsible

for me. Being the one who is responsible for my life is a great relief, the commencement of

living a creative life rather than a reactive one. I become one with the God who is breathing life

into my cells. When Christ publicly admitted: "I am one with the Father (Source)," he

demonstrated his mastery over life that could no longer be hurt by illusions of loss or death. At

this point of enlightenment there is no longer a trinity of body, mind and spirit, but a single unity,

a divine me. Breath is the rainbow bridge that unites body, mind and spirit. Seen physically, it is

full and easy movement of air in the body. Seen mentally, it is loving intuition bringing harmony

to chaos. Seen spiritually, it is the creative act that makes everything out of nothing. Taken too

literally, breath mastery is endless practice of mechanical exercises, trying to huff and puff my



way to heaven. Taken too ethereally, breath mastery is fervent cloud gathering that has little

effect other than to keep me avoiding life through fantasy. Balanced breath mastery means

taking responsibility on all levels, caring for my body, clearing my thoughts and living the

divinity of my spirit. Know it or not, we are all breath masters or we would not be here. The

irony is that as we forget or deny our mastery, we lose awareness of our natural abilities. Until

we return again as little children, we will not find our true home. Through breathwork the child

within me, I begin the process of reawakening. I am the only one who can reverse the process

that lulls me off to sleep with the canned music of unconsciousness. Once I make the decision

to wake up, I can find plenty of help. Guides, teachers, companions are all around but I must

ask for and accept assistance. I believe we are all here to WAKE-UP and take the full breath of

life. Breathwork is one of the most powerful tools for breath mastery of which I am aware.

Breathwork is attuning my breath to universal harmony - breathing in light and

love.                          

INTRODUCTION This book presents the science and art of breathwork. Breathwork is a direct

and immediate means to breath and body mastery. As a personal growth and self healing

technique, breathwork developed in the United States in the mid 70s and is now practiced in

many countries around the world. The breathwork process involves: learning to breathe in such

a way as to release physical tension in the body, clearing the mind of negative thoughts and

limiting conclusions reached about past experience, and accepting the spiritual joy and light

that result when illusions about ourselves are cleared away. On learning the technique, a

breathworkee works in individual sessions with a breathworker who helps the breathworkee

release fear and tension and integrate effortless breathing and new thinking into daily life. The

breathwork process is soon learned and practiced by the breathworkee individually and

sometimes even shared with others. At this point, breathwork is being taught in many different

ways. I have learned it from my teachers, my clients and the Spirit of Breath. I have integrated

the technique into my work as a psychotherapist.I have only one occupation in my life - to

embody and spread the love and light of God. While I'm engaged in this, it is OK for me to call

myself a psychologist, breathworker, lover, father, to make money or not, to act happy or

serious, none of this makes a great deal of difference as long as it does not distract me from

my major occupation which leads to my inner joy and peace.My commitment to myself is to use

whatever tools aid me most effectively in this occupation. So far, the best tools I have found are

my body, my mind, my family, my inner child, and my breathwork. I say "my" breathwork

because I believe that everyone must discover his or her own breathwork. Others can simply

give encouragement and support in the process. If I find a better tool tomorrow, that is what I

will use then. So far, I have grown with the breathwork process since my introduction to it many

years ago.Breathwork does not help anyone. People help themselves, and many use

breathwork as an effective tool in their self-help process. Tools are indifferent as to how you

use them. You can use a shovel to till the earth and plant a fruitful garden or you can hit

yourself on the head with it. The shovel does not care. Breathwork could be used to dig up

more life drama to justify misery. Such a project, however, is usually short-lived because of the

simplicity and power of breathwork. You tire of it quickly if your intention is not loving toward

yourself. Most people use breathwork because its clarity and simplicity allow them to quickly

get past the mind and open the doors of the heart. Breathwork is a tool which lends itself

readily to self-loving intentions.I have often found the most powerful tool to be the most simple.

A gentle touch or a loving glance at the right time can have more effect on me than volumes of

explanations. The power of breathwork is that the simple act of freely breathing addresses



itself directly to body, mind and spirit. As I breathe freely, body, mind and spirit blend into a

single experience of a simple unitary being - me. At my highest moments, I see no divisions.

Breathwork helps reinforce these moments into a more constant state.One beauty of

breathwork is that its astounding results can be understood from many points of view, including

the scientific, and they all fit together. The simplicity of breathwork is that it needs no

explanation to work, just a childlike faith in life itself. For spreading the love and light of God, for

incorporating the transformation to living in your light body, breathwork is one of the best tools I

can recommend.My intention in writing this book is to assist you in discovering your breathwork

- learning to breathe in light and love. 

CHAPTER I   

BECOMING SAFE IN YOUR BODY AND YOUR WORLD Breathwork is the science and art of

increasing the safety you feel in being alive in your body. This safety leads to a sense of inner

peace, abundance, pleasure and intimacy. Only by increasing this sense of inner safety can we

truly relate to others without fear and defensiveness. This is the key to changing the course of

survival on our planet.  
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taaj, “Good Read for Rebirthers. There isn't a lot written about breathwork so I try to snatch up
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your journey into breathwork. Yet it's also written with a voice that shows authority and
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The book by Jim Morningstar has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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